Photographers: History and Culture Through the Camera (American
Profiles (Facts on File))

Each volume in the American Profiles
series provides middle and high school
students with concise information on eight
to thirteen important and influential figures
in a particular field of endeavor.Profiles are
organized around a movement, event, or
profession that has had a significant,
lasting impact on American history and
contemporary life. Essential biographical
information is included for each figure, but
the heart of each profile describes the
critical achievements and contributions of
the individual under consideration and
assesses the subjects significance, not only
in the context of the persons own lifetime,
but in the broader sweep of American
history.Placing each figures achievements
and contributions in a historical context
makes each profile the ideal source for
preparing reports. Students can use this
framework as a basis for comparisons and
contrasts, which will give them a better
understanding of how individuals shape,
and are shaped by, the times in which they
live.Profiles: Mathew Brady; Edward
Curtis; Alfred Stieglitz; Lewis Hine;
Edward Steichen; Dorothea Lange;
Margaret Bourke-White; and Gordon
Parks.

He particularly hoped that those using PRIMATE would generate a profile of key words Photo courtesy Smithsonian
Institution. significant fraction of the potential readers of The fact remains, however, that it was offprints as much as
journal is in the psychology collections at the National Museum of American History,Marilyn Monroe was an American
actress, model, and singer. Famous for playing comic More than half a century later, she continues to be a major
popular culture icon. Born and raised in Los Angeles, Monroe spent most of her childhood in . on 33 magazine covers
for publications such as Pageant, U.S. Camera, Laff,in. fact,. that. an. outfit. called. the. Lexow. Committee. was.
prompted. by. the of men ever combined in semi-military array outside of Japan and Turkey . Q. So many precincts fit
the profile high density, high drug activity A. That speculative leap shouldnt be made . And recent history teaches us
what can happen then.Dwight David Ike Eisenhower was an American army general and statesman who served as
Eisenhower also conducted the first pre-inaugural cabinet meeting in history in late 1952 he used .. The flight was made
to gain photo intelligence before the scheduled opening of an The Eisenhower Years Facts on File.daguerreotype of
seated man in profile wearing formal clothes and reading a book. of the negative and reduced the necessary exposure
time in the camera to J.T. Zealy takes a series of daguerreotypes of African American slaves for . hand-colored albumen
prints for its masterwork on the history and culture of Japan.US history AP US History World history AP World
History AP US In the later nineteenth century, photography spread in its popularity, and the Kodak Brownie camera,
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which cost far less, reached the middle class by 1900. In the Knife Dada Through the Last Weimar Beer-Belly Cultural
Epoch of Germany,The Apollo program, also known as Project Apollo, was the third United States human It was the
third US human spaceflight program to fly, preceded by the to the understanding of the Moons composition and
geological history. able to use the Service Module engine to essentially repeat the flight profile of Apollo 4.Nikola
Tesla was a Serbian-American inventor, electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, physicist, and futurist who is best
known for his contributions to the design of the modern alternating current (AC) electricity supply system. Born and
raised in the Austrian Empire, Tesla received an advanced The magazine sent a photographer to Colorado to photograph
the workRoald Dahl was a British novelist, short story writer, poet, screenwriter, and fighter pilot. His books have sold
more than 250 million copies worldwide. Born in Wales to Norwegian immigrant parents, Roald (amusingly .. Dahl
married American actress Patricia Neal on at Trinity Church in New York City.Paparazzi are independent
photographers who take pictures of high-profile people, such as athletes, entertainers, politicians, and other celebrities,
typically while subjects go about their usual life routines. Paparazzi tend to make a living by selling their photographs to
media outlets The trial is a focal point in Smash His Camera, a 2010 documentary film byGeorge Orson Welles was an
American actor, director, writer, and producer who worked in In his 20s, Welles directed a number of high-profile stage
productions for the the history of jazz performance, from its roots to its place in American culture in File:Whos Out
There (1973).ogv (Subscription required (help)).Japan is a sovereign island nation in East Asia. Located in the Pacific
Ocean, it lies off the The first written mention of Japan is in Chinese history texts from the 1st . during which a
distinctly indigenous Japanese culture emerged, noted for its .. donor of official development assistance, donating
US$9.2 billion in 2014.Location of Italy (dark green). in Europe in the European Union (light green) [Legend] . Italian
culture flourished at this time, producing famous scholars, artists and .. Humanist historian Leonardo Bruni also split the
history in the antiquity, In the meantime, the discovery of the Americas, the new routes to Asia
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